developmental timing, response to stress, behavior, and life span [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Further, worms display 23 substantial variability in the manifestation of heritable epigenetic effects [8] [9] [10] . 24 C.elegans can control the expression of genes transgenerationally via heritable small 25 RNAs [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . RNA interference (RNAi) and RNAi inheritance are modulated by different 26 external challenges [6, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and even by internal neuronal processes [22] . Heritable small 27
RNAs are amplified in the next generations by specialized RNA-dependent RNA polymerases 28 and thus avoid "dilution" [17, 23] . 29
Exogenous introduction of double stranded RNA (dsRNA) triggers transgenerational 30 silencing of germline genes [9] . Typically, heritable RNAi is maintained for ~3-5 generations 31 (the so-called "bottleneck" to RNAi inheritance [9]), unless it is re-set earlier by stress [24] . 32
While this is the usual duration of heritable responses at the population level, some individuals 33 continue to silence genes for multiple generations, and others rapidly lose the inherited effects. It 34 has been shown that selection enables maintenance of heritable RNAi indefinitely (>80 35 generations) [10] . Control over the duration of transgenerational silencing is achieved via an 36 elaborate regulatory pathway [8] , and disabling some of the genes in the pathway (for example, 37 met-2, which encodes for an H3K9 methyltransferase) leads to stable inheritance [14, 25, 26] . 38
Currently, the source of variability in the inheritance capacity of genetically identical individuals 39 is completely unaccounted for. 40
To examine how heritable silencing is segregated across a lineage and distributed in the 41 population, we exposed worms containing a germline-expressed single-copy gfp transgene to 42 anti-gfp dsRNA. We scored gfp silencing in sister worms that derive from a single mother that 43 3 was exposed to RNAi (we tightly controlled the exposure to RNAi and allowed the mothers to 44 lay eggs for 6-8 hours, see Methods). As expected, 100% of the worms that were directly 45 exposed to RNAi (the P0 generation) silenced the gfp. We then examined how these isogenic 46 sisters pass on the silencing response transgenerationally. For this purpose, we used two different 47 experimental setups: In the first set of experiments we tracked silencing across multiple 48 generations, by propagating a few randomly selected worms from each lineage in every 49 generation ( Fig. 1A and Methods) . In the second set of experiments, we monitored heritable 50 silencing for one generation only, and scored the progeny of the entire synchronized RNAi-51 exposed population ( Fig. 1B and Methods) . 52
To our surprise, in the first set of experiments we found that in every generation 53 individuals descending from a given lineage (from a single RNAi-treated mother), exhibit 54 striking uniformity in heritable silencing levels, which became complete in later generations 55 ( Fig. 1A) , regardless of the day in which the progeny were laid (namely it did not depend on the 56 mother's age). In the second set of experiments, we further controlled differences in in-utero 57 exposure of the F1 progeny to the external dsRNA trigger (Methods) and thus completely 58 eliminated heritable variability in the F1 generation. Still, when comparing multiple groups of 59 progenies that were derived from different RNAi-treated P0 mothers, we observed strong 60 differences in the dynamics and penetrance of the heritable silencing between the different 61 lineages (Fig. 1B) . In the past, RNAi experiments were traditionally performed by exposing 62 populations of worms to RNAi followed by random sampling of worms in every 63 generation [8, 24, 25] . Our experiments, in which we examined inheritance across lineages that 64 originate in single mothers, reveal that the variability in the inheritance dynamics that is 65 4 observed in population-based assays can be attributed to differences that begin in the RNAi-66 exposed mothers. 67 Why do isogenic mothers initiate different heritable RNAi responses? We reasoned that 68 this inter-individual variability arises either because each mother is exposed to different amounts 69 of dsRNA, or, more interestingly, because the RNAi inheritance machinery in isogenic mothers 70 can assume different internal "states". Despite extensive efforts to minimize potential differences 71 in the exposure of individual worms to the dsRNA trigger (Methods), we still observed 72 remarkable variability in the inheritance between lineages that derive from single isogenic P0 73 mothers. We thus examined whether this variability could instead be explained by internal inter-74 individual differences in the activation state of each worm's RNAi machinery. To this end, we 75 analyzed the silencing patterns of a germline-expressed mcherry transgene, which gets 76 spontaneously silenced, independently of exogenous dsRNA, by endogenous small RNAs [27] . 77
Similar to the variability observed in dsRNA-induced anti-gfp silencing, we found that isogenic 78 sister worms vary in their tendency to silence the mcherry transgene. Silencing accumulates over 79 generations in the population, eventually resulting in a population of worms which all silence the 80 transgene (see lineages of mcherry-silencing inheritance in Fig. S1 and Methods). We generated 81 worms that contain both gfp and mcherry transgenes, which are integrated into different genomic 82 locations on different chromosomes but are constructed using similar promoters and 3' UTRs 83 sequences (See Fig. 2A ). For these experiments, we selected worms in which the mcherry 84 transgene is still expressed and varies in the population (and is not completely silenced) and 85 exposed their progenythe P0 generationto anti-gfp RNAi. We then examined whether the 86 level of spontaneous endogenous small RNA-mediated silencing of mcherry in the parental 87 generation, which is exposed to the dsRNA trigger, could predict the fate of the dsRNA-initiated 88
RNAi inheritance against the other gene, gfp ( Fig. 2B to C) . We found that P0 mothers which 89 spontaneously silence the mcherry transgene trigger stronger and more penetrant heritable gfp-90 silencing responses across generations when exposed to anti-gfp dsRNA ( Fig. 2D) . Thus, the two 91 silencing phenomena are coordinated, and their observed variability is shared. We conclude that 92 each mother assumes a general, non-gene-target-specific "small RNA inheritance state". 93 Importantly, while the spontaneous silencing of the mcherry transgene predicted the strength of 94 the dsRNA-triggered anti-gfp RNAi inheritance, the expression of the two transgenes in the 95 absence of anti-gfp dsRNA-induced RNAi was not positively correlated ( Fig. S1) . Thus, internal 96 inter-individual variability in initiating RNAi inheritance determines the fate of inherited 97 responses that propagate and segregate across generations. 98
Overall, and throughout the different experiments carried out in this study, we have 99 examined inheritance in lineages composed of a total of >20,000 worms. To understand the 100 transition rules of the silencing response across generations, we systematically analyzed these 101 inheritance data and found a "hot hand" effect of transgenerational silencing: the more 102 generations a heritable response lasted, the higher the chances that it will be transmitted to the 103 next generation as well (46.5% of the worms kept silencing the gfp transgene at the transition 104 from the 1st to the 2nd generation; 80.5% at the transition from the 2nd to the 3rd, 92.6%-100% 105 starting from the 3rd generation. See summary visualization in Fig. 2E) . 106
To characterize the differences in the RNA pools of worms that assume different RNAi 107 inheritance states, we isolated four sister worms that derive from a single mother and allowed 108 each of these worms to lay eggs for 6 hours on separate plates. We used a COPASTM "Worm 109
Sorter" [28] to isolate worms that strongly express or spontaneously silence mcherry in each of 110 these lineages (25 top and bottom percentile, see scheme in Fig. 3A) . We sequenced small RNAs 111 6 and mRNAs from the sorted worms to investigate what underlies the different internal 112 inheritance states. The total levels of small RNA transcripts which derive from piRNA loci are 113 increased in the sisters that silence the mcherry transgene (this transgene contains multiple 114 piRNA-recognition sites [27], Fig. 3B) . In contrast, we found that overall endogenous small 115 RNA levels are reduced in worms which spontaneously silence the mcherry transgene ( Fig. 3B) . 116
It is well-established that in worms different small RNA pathways compete over limited shared 117 biosynthesis machineries [29] . It is therefore possible that the decrease in endogenous protein-118 coding-targeting small RNAs in mcherry-silencing worms makes more small RNA-processing 119 machinery available for additional endogenous or exogenous siRNAs species. Together, these 120 analyses suggest that sisters, despite being isogenic and deriving from the same mother, are 121 equipped with a different arsenal of gene-silencing endogenous small RNAs. 122
We next examined the changes in mRNA expression levels in mcherry silencing and non-123 silencing sisters. Although we sequenced tightly synchronized isogenic progeny that were 124 derived from a single mother, we found that 349 genes are differentially expressed between 125 sisters which express or silence the mcherry transgene ( Fig. 3C) . Surprisingly, we found that the 126 most significant enrichment in this set of genes is for immune and defense response processes 127 (immune response, GO:0006955, FDR = 6.08E-09; defense response, GO:0006952, FDR = 128 7 whose variable activation upon heat stress is a classic example for stochastic gene expression 135 differences between isogenic worms. Non-genetic variable expression of HSP-16.2 was shown to 136 predict the worm's life span and stress resistance [2] . Interestingly, the promoter of hsp-16.2 is 137 shared (at the opposite orientation, see Fig. 3F and Fig. S3 ) with hsp-16.41, an additional Heat 138 Shock Protein. We found that both hsp-16.2 and hsp-16.41 show similar transcriptional changes 139 between the two states ( Fig. 3F and Fig. S3) , indicating that the observed variability arises from 140 variation at the level of transcriptional regulation. 141
Among the different genes that show differential mRNA levels in our sequencing data we 142 identified irg-1 (Immune Response Gene-1). IRG-1 plays a critical role in immunity, and 143 specifically in the response to pathogenic pseudomonas (PA14) [32] . We used a fluorescent 144 reporter to quantify irg-1 levels in individuals to validate the mRNA sequencing results. 145
Although irg-1 was never reported before to vary in isogenic populations, we found that irg-1 146 indeed shows variable pathogen-induced induction levels in isogenic, synchronized, individuals 147 ( Fig. 3G) . 148
As many of the genes that typify the two "heritable silencing states" have shared roles 149 (e.g. immune regulation), and since we observed patterns of transcriptional regulation that vary 150 between silencers and non-silencers ( Fig. 3F and Fig. S3 ), we looked for regulators (e.g. 151 transcription factors) that might synchronize the RNAi inheritance states. The existence of 152 multiple Heat Shock Proteins which vary between the two states, and the unexpected enrichment 153 for cuticle-structure genes pointed toward Heat Shock Factor-1 (HSF-1)-dependent regulation 154
[33]. HSF-1 is a highly conserved transcription factor, a master regulator of proteostasis, whose 155 activity is important under both stressful and non-stressful conditions [34]. HSF-1 was recently 156
shown to be involved in transcriptome remodeling of non-coding RNAs' pools in response to 157 8 heat shock in C. elegans nematodes [35] and to account for cell-to-cell variation and phenotypic 158 plasticity in budding yeast [36] . 159
We found that the genes which are differentially expressed between the two inheritance 160 states show a strong enrichment for HSF-1-regulated genes [33] (166/349 genes, 1.63 fold 161 enrichment, p-value < 2.45e-13, hypergeometric test Fig. 4A) , and that gene expression changes 162 in the non-silencers worms resemble gene expression changes following knockdown of hsf-1 163
[33] (Fig. 4A) . 164
To directly test the involvement of HSF-1 in generating variable inheritance states, we 165 first examined whether individual worms display variability in HSF-1's function. We did not 166 detect significant inter-individual variability in hsf-1 mRNA levels, in accordance with previous 167 observations of HSF-1's activity being regulated at the post-translational level [37] . Specifically, 168
it was recently revealed that in C. elegans HSF-1's activity corresponds to the formation of stress 169 granules inside the nucleus [38] . By using a single-copy integrated fluorescent GFP translational 170 reporter, we found that the number of HSF-1 granules and HSF-1's expression intensity vary in 171 the germline syncytium nuclei of isogenic and tightly synchronized sister worms, even in the 172 absence of any external stress or heat-shock stimuli ( Fig. 4B) . 173
To investigate if HSF-1 plays a role in constituting different inheritance states, we tested 174 how changes in HSF-1's activity affect small RNA-mediated heritable silencing. We examined 175 worms which bear a reduction-of-function mutation in hsf-1 (sy441) and measured the state of 176 their RNAi inheritance machinery. We quantified how the rate and variability of spontaneous 177 mcherry silencing changes in hsf-1 reduction-of-function mutants. Strikingly, we found that in 178 these mutants the differences in heritable silencing between isogenic sisters were canceled, 179 namely, all the worms exhibited a uniform expression of the mcherry transgene ( Fig. 4C) . We 180 9 then examined whether HSF-1's activity can also affect endogenous transgenerational silencing 181 functions in the worms. We recently reported that the saeg-2 gene is strongly silenced in the 182 germline by RDE-4-dependent endo-siRNAs, and that neuronally-transcribed small RNAs 183 control this silencing transgenerationally [22] . Using single-molecule fluorescence in situ 184 hybridization (smFISH), we found that worms which bear a reduction-of-function mutation in 185 hsf-1 de-silence saeg-2, similarly to the de-silencing that is observed in mutants devoid of saeg-186 2-targeting siRNAs [22] (Fig. 4D) [40]. We hypothesized that by monitoring the inheritance states of the parents, we can predict the 196 transgenerational phenotypic responses to starvation. We found that starved progeny of mothers 197 that silence the mcherry transgene did not show pronounced variability in recovery time 198 following starvation as measured by size distribution and the presence of L1/2-arrested worms in 199 the population (Fig. 4E) . In striking contrast, progeny of mothers that did not silence the mcherry 200 transgene exhibited high variability in their recovery time following starvation and higher rates 201 of developmental delay (Fig. 4E) . Overall, these results indicate that the mother's "inheritance 202 state" predicts multiple heritable small RNA-related phenotypes: transgenerational dsRNA-203 induced silencing, spontaneous transgene-silencing, and the inherited outcomes of environmental 204 stress-relevant responses. 205
In summary, we find that the propagation of small RNA-encoded epigenetic information 206 across generations can be explained using simple rules (Fig. 4F) . Variation is the raw material of 207 evolution, and while small RNAs could increase inter-individual variability, and some somatic 208 processes in the worm can control DNA changes in the worm's germline [41] , it is still unclear if 209 and how epigenetic inheritance contributes to the process of evolution. Our results suggest that 210 similarly to the mechanisms which evolved to generate genetic variation (e.g. random assortment 211 of chromosomes and recombination), an innate mechanism gives rise to variability in small RNA 212 inheritance. 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 8 2 9 3 0 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 4 to plates with food (χ² test). 453 F. Rules for the segregation of heritable small RNA responses across generations: (1) each 454 mother assumes a stochastic "inheritance state", which dictates the potency of the small 455 RNA responses that this worm would transmit to its descendants, (2) within every 456 generation heritable silencing responses are distributed uniformly among the progeny of 457 the same RNAi-exposed mother, (3) The more generations silencing responses last, the 458 chance that silencing would persist increases, according to the "hot hand" principle. The standard assay for RNAi by feeding was carried out as previously described[46]: HT115 477 bacteria that transcribe dsRNA targeting gfp were grown in Carbenicillin-containing LB and 478 were than seeded on NGM plates that contain Carbenicillin (100 µg/ml) and IPTG (1 mM). The 479 plates were seeded with bacteria 24 hours prior to their use. 
